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equipping items is extremely tedious in sao, as it requires equipping the desired item on the character's currently
selected slot, then closing the inventory and reopening it to check if the item has been properly equipped, and finally
opening the inventory again to confirm that the item has been fully equipped. once an item is equiped, switching the
equipped item is just as tedious, requiring the player to close the inventory and re-open it, and then equip the new

item. having to equip an item on an already equipped item on the same slot causes a stupid mess in sao, as
equipping a secondary item on top of a primary item just causes the primary item to be equipped upon reopening the
inventory. sao may be more tedious in its equipping process than one would like, but in my experience, the actual act
of equipping is relatively easy. characters have a maximum health of 6,600, and the game saves the last 100 points

of their health as unknown cor. unsurprisingly, characters can only lose a maximum of 100 cor for health. health
regeneration is quite slow in sao, but a character with 100 cor will regain all of the lost health in about 4~5 minutes.
just some quick math here : 1 cor = 1 cor per minute. 1 cor per minute = 600 cor per hour. 600 cor per hour = 300
cor per hour per character. while the main settings menu is in the top right corner of the screen, viewing the current
settings is done through a menu next to the middle buttons. players can access the settings menu by pressing the r

button on the keyboard or by clicking the settings button on the controller, then the menu will show up under the
middle button. items in storage can be emptied and filled by selecting the items from the inventory and selecting an
empty or filled chest. players can hear the location of npcs in the dungeon by looking at the top right corner of the

screen.
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world of warcrafts starting zone changes were announced in october 2003. the level
cap of level 85 was increased from the previous level 80 and the level range of the
game was reduced from 19 to the new level range of levels 80 to 85. the new level

range was to be reached much faster and create a great incentive for players to speed
up their leveling process. the new level range was not permanent as there was a level
cap of 84 which was not achieved before the development of cataclysm. the lazy gobli
of the shantae series has been the second playable character in all five games in the
series, with her player version being identical to her console version and the previous
three to her. she retains her signature dance moves and all the other player systems

which have only been modified slightly. a human carrying an oki rigid is a walking tank
that sports weaponry and armor that can withstand even the strongest attacks. it is

able to sustain a large amount of damage while attacking and even recover in two or
three seconds. it is one of the designs of aeria games. apologies in advance if you've

seen some of my reviews before. i'm a huge fan of the series (as you'd expect), and in
my opinion sword art online has become one of the most popular of the series. as

such, i was happy to have the series finally turn 4 years old, but was equally excited
by the fact that it was coming to the west.. finally! kirito is a 34-year-old male

psychology major who works part-time at a clothing store, part-time as a fruit delivery
boy, and is currently a full-time member of the game's "monologuing guild" (aka "the
church of the end of the world"), and plays games for "fun" and "love". kirito does not
think of himself as a hero, nor does he think of himself as a gamer, and instead views
video games as an extension of his life. when his older brother suguha retired from
the military, kirito decided that he should also look for other ways to live. he started

playing games and found that they had the ability to change one's worldview,
therefore deciding that he could use this gift to live a more interesting life than what

he was living. while searching for his brother, he discovered a mysterious
phenomenon called "aincrad", where many players go by the names of their avatars.

kirito became a player of "aincrad" and one of its greatest heroes (and one of the fans'
favorites), even though this world, and the people within it, were based on the game's

setting. the series chronicles his adventures within aincrad. 5ec8ef588b
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